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Progress

m

Belonging

Sa

Change

We are better off than we used to
be.
History repeats itself.

Using rich concepts
and thinking questions
Techniques and structures
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Choice
Ownership
Belonging
Values
Proof
Change

Real progress is by being happier.
Real progress is made by being a
better person.
History is the study of progress.
78
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Identity

Sa

Real progress is by being able to
do new things.

4

pl
e

Science and technology lead to
progress.
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Using the rich concepts
and thinking questions
Thinking about our experience

Warm-up Your Thinking
The concepts are very abstract and as such are difficult for our students to come to grips
with. To help them have concrete entry points into thinking about the concepts, it is useful to
have a thinking warm-up of some type. These are designed to have students come up with
concrete examples of the concept and make the concept personally meaningful to them.
The warm-ups are also designed to be non-challenging ways to ensure students are
comfortable with making contributions about the topic.

pl
e

A good way to use them is to have everyone in the class share their response to the warmup; or for paired sharing, with a few students sharing their responses with the rest of the
class.

Sa
m

Be careful – these warm-ups are to be used to help get students to a place where they can
do good thinking. If they only do the warm-up and share their concrete examples, you will
not get good thinking from them. They have to take their concrete examples and apply them
to the abstract concept to really start thinking. One way to help move the students from
warm-up to rigorous thinking, after everyone has shared, is to challenge some of the ideas.

OWNERSHIP

Students were asked to come up with the name of one of the things that they own. Each
idea
student suggested
este an id
dea and these were listed on the whiteboard.
list of ideas
my room, my books, my clothes, my pets, my
The li
ide suggested
sugge
uggest
ggestted included:
inc
memories,
my money.
mem
mories,
es, my
y life,
life
ife, my play-station,
p
play-sta
Is
I there anything
a
on the list that you think does not really count as
something
somethi we own?

Student:
Stud
ude
den
de
ent:
e
nt

Yes, our
o pets. My cat does what it wants. I don’t own it.

Student:
Stu
S
St
tu
ud
de
ent:

But
B I paid for the cat, I look after it – I own it.

Teacher
che
er

We have a disagreement. What are some more reasons for thinking we
own our pets and some more reasons for thinking we do not?

Student:

You can have ownership papers for specially bred dogs and cats – you
must own them.

Student:

But you can’t own things that have their own mind and do what they want.
You just look after them.

4

Thinking about what we know and how we know
How do we judge that there has been progress? What criteria
could we use?
How can you tell that one stage of development is better than
another?
What criteria should we look at to decide if things are better
now than they used to be?
Given all the changes, is it impossible to tell whether things
are better now?

Thinking about implications

example

Teacher:
Teac
cher:
r:

If we feel things are better does this mean there has been
progress?
What is it like to make progress in some area?
What does progressing really mean to you?
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If there has been progress, what exactly does this imply – we
are better off than we used to be?
If there is progress, does this mean we are progressing
towards something?
What if we never made any progress?
Does our striving for progress actually harm the world?

Thinking about explanations
Why do we constantly strive to make progress in the
sciences, arts …?
Why is progress thought to be such a good thing?
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Statements to respond to

Concept target words

Happiness

I am my body.

I am my personality.
I am my memories.

sorrow

delight

glee

despondence

gladness

woe

Objects have an unchanging
identity.
Who we are is set by how people
see us.
© 2006 Hawker Brownlow Education HB7920

grief

dejection

exhilaration

sadness

desolation

melancholy

unhappiness

bliss

cheerfulness

pleasure

gloom

contentment

Sa

People have a changing identity.

joy

m
pl

depression

We create our own identity.

58

ecstasy

e

I am my mind.

misery
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23

Happiness
Warm-up your thinking

Thinking about the meaning of concepts

When are you happy?
When are you unhappy?

Statements to respond to

pl
e

You can’t be happy all of the time.
Animals are happier than people.
The most important thing in life is to be happy.
The right thing to do is to bring about the most happiness in
the world.
Happiness is lots of money.
Happiness is lots of friends.
If you seek happiness you will never find it.

Sa
m

Thinking about ethics and values

Should we always try to be happy?
Is anything more important than happiness?
Is making someone unhappy always a bad thing?

Some people say they need to find themselves or they don’t
really know who they are – what does this mean?
Is identity the same as personality?
What is the difference between ‘identity’, ‘character’ and
‘nature’?
Does your identity have to be different from that of others?
Can your identity be the same as that of someone else?

Thinking about our experience
Do we ever experience ourselves?
What is most important to you? Is that who you are?
What sort of a person are you? Is this the same as your
identity?
Do you experience yourself as having a fixed identity?
Do you experience others as having a fixed identity?

Thinking about what we know and how we know
How do you know who you are?
Can you ever be certain about what your identity is?

Thinking about essence

Is there such a thing as happiness?
Can we always be happy?
Is it possible to be happy without ever being unhappy?

Thinking about the meaning of concepts
What is happiness?
What is the difference between happiness and sadness?
What is the opposite of happiness?

24
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Thinking about implications
Does something have to be able to think to have an identity?
If you have an identity, does this mean your nature is fixed?

Thinking about explanations
What is the purpose of talking about someone’s identity?
Why are we so keen to know who we are?
Why are we so keen to understand the nature of the world
around us?
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57

Identity
Thinking about our experience

I am my body.
I am my mind.
I am my personality.
I am my memories.
We create our own identity.
People have a changing identity. Objects have an unchanging
identity.
Who we are is set by how people see us.

Thinking about ethics and values
Is it good to have a clear sense of identity?
Is it bad if you don’t know who you are?
Is it good to have an idea of the identity of the people and
things around you?
Does deciding someone’s identity or nature limit them?

How do you know if you are happy?
Could we be happy without knowing it?
Could we be unhappy without realising?

Thinking about implications

If you are happy, what does this mean?
What if everyone were happy? Is this possible?
Does being happy mean you are living a better life?

Thinking about explanations
Why do we get happy?
Are teenagers, children or adults more happy? Why?
Why is being happy so important to us?

Thinking about essence
What makes you at 5-years-old, the same person as you are
now? Are you the same person?
Does everything have an identity? Does everything have a
nature? What about inanimate objects or groups?
What makes you who you are?
What makes a physical object what it is?
What makes an atom what it is?
What is essential to you? If we changed these things, would
you still be you?
Is identity social or physical?
Does your identity control you?

56

Thinking about what we know and how we know

e

Statements to respond to

What is it like to be happy?
Can you make yourself happy or does happiness just happen
to you?
Is it possible to enjoy being unhappy? Is it possible to not
enjoy being happy?

pl

What is one thing you can say about who you are?

Sa
m

Warm-up your thinking
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Statements to respond to

Concept target words

Identity

Animals are happier than people.
You can’t be happy all of the time.

Happiness is lots of money.

changing

resemblence

distinct

equivalence

different

unchanging

individual

sameness

group

person

disposition

conformity

equal to

character

static

individually

uniformity

uniqueness

e

self

pl

The right thing to do is to bring
about the most happiness in
the world.

nature

Sa
m

The most important thing in life is
to be happy.

make-up

Happiness is lots of friends.
If you seek happiness you will
never find it.
26
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